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During performance of safety relief valve testing required by Cooper Nuclear Station
(CNS) Technical Specifications in paragraph 4.6.D.1, one valve was determined to
actuate at a pressure of 4 psi lower than the allowable 1% of set pressure. The
pilot valve for a second valve failed to pass the pilot disc-to-seat sticking test
and, due to both miscommunication and failure to follow procedural guidance, was
disassembled prior to performance of an as-found actuation test. Hence, in

recognition of the pilot valve test and absence of an as-found actuation test, the
! valve is considered to have been inoperable. The plant was in the shutdown mode and
! the vessel was defueled when these anomalies were discovered. A total of six (6)
f safety relief valves were tested. Discussions have ensued with both the General

Electric Company and Target Rock Corporation. It is General Electric's judgement
,

I that the combined effects of these anomalies would not result in any safety or

operational concerns.

!

| The valves in question were disassembled, inspected, cleaned, refurbished and retested.
l No unusual conditions were noted. The root cause of the setpoint discrepancy is

( considered to be setpoint drift. The root cause for the pilot valve anomaly associ-
|

ated with the other valve is believed to be as a result of corrosion bonding between
the disc and seat and/or excessive friction in the labyrinth seal area.l

Corrective action taken included normal refurbishment activities and certification
testing. Further corrective action to be taken includes an in-depth review of the

j test procedure and shop practice to ensure future discrepancies are fully evaluated.
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During the performance of testing the Main Steam Safety Relief Valves in accordance
with the requirements prescribed by Cooper Nuclear Station (CNS) Technical Specifica-
tions, paragraph 4.6.D.1, the following anomalies were discovered:

1) The as-found set pressure for Safety Relief Valve MSRV71H (Serial No.:
S/N 385) was determined to be 1075 psig. The required set pressure is
1090 11 psig. Hence, the as-found setpoint was 4 psi Iower than
allowable.

2) The as-found set pressure for Safety Relief Valve MSRV71A (Serial No.:
S/N 384) was not determined. The pilot disc did not lift during the pilot
disc-to-seat sticking test. Subsequently, due to miscommunication and
failure to follow procedural guidance, the valve was disassembled, repaired
and refurbished prior to conducting an actuation test.

The valves installed at CNS are two stage safety relief valves manufactured by Target
Rock Corporation. Testing of the valves was conducted by Wyle Laboratories at their
Huntsville, Alabama facility and subsequently refurbished by Target Rock representa-
tives during the time frame from October 21 to November 19, 1986. A total of six (6)
safety relief valves were tested and refurbished.

This event is being reported in accordance with the requirements specified in
10CFR50.73, paragraph (a)(2)(1)(B), in that the setpoint for one safety relief valve
(S/N 385) was determined to be less than the tolerance established in paragraph
2.2.1.B of the CNS Technical Specifications. In addition, this event constitutes a

potential violation of paragraph 3.6.D.1 of the CNS Technical Specifications, due to
the fact that confirmation of operability of another valve (S/N 384) in its as-found
condition was not established. Whereas the Technical Specifications, in paragraph
3.6.D.2.a. provide for one inoperable safety relief valve, the plant can remain in
operation for only thirty days with that condition existing. Hence, postulating that
the valve would not have been functional in its safety relief mode and not knowing

how long that condition existed, this event is potentially reportable in accordance
with the requirements specified in 10CFR50.73, paragraph (a)(2)(ii) . It should be
noted that as a result of the testing that was accomplished on the pilot valve, it
can be surmised that if the valve would have operated, it most likely would have done
so at a pressure in excess of that allowed by Technical Specificatiors.

A discussion of the cause for each of the identified anomalies follows:

1) Valve S/N 385 - No unusual conditions were noted upon disassembly and
inspection. Normal refurbishment activities were performed, followed by
reassembly and testing.

2) Valve S/N 384 - The most likely cause of failure of the pilot disc-to-seat
sticking test is corrosion bonding between the disc and seat. An additional
(or possibly, alternate) cause is excessive friction in the labyrinth seal
area. Normal refurbishment activities were performed, followed by reassembly
and testing. As previously noted, an apparent miscommunication between
testing and refurbishment personnel, and failure to follow the test

~
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procedures, resulted in initiating valve disassembly prior to performance
of the as-found set pressure test. However, no unusual conditions were

noted upon disassembly and inspection.

The impact of these anomalies was discussed with the General Electric Company and
with Target Rock Corporation. The most significant concern is that associated with
the operability question for the one valve (S/N 384) where the as-found a.tuation set
pressure was not determined and where, due to the failure of the pilot disc-to-seat
sticking test, it can be postulated that the valve would have exceeded its setpoint
and, in the worst case, may not have functioned at all.

The safety concerns associated with a safety relief valve (SRV) )ut-of-service are
the potential impact on:

1) overpressure protection (1375 psig),
2) ECCS performance,
3) operating thermal margin (MCPR, MAPLHGR), and
4) containment response.

Based on BWROG generic safety evaluations, BWR4 plant specific analyses conducted for
other utilities, and a CNS plant specific analysis conducted in 1985 for a situation
where the actuation pressures for two safety relief valves were determined to be
higher than the !1% tolerance established in the Technical Specifications, it is GE's
judgment that one stuck safety relief valve (alternately referred to as one SRV
out-of-service) would not produce any safety concerns for CNS.

With respect to the one valve (S/N 385) which was found to actuate at a pressure less
than the 1% setpoint tolerance, no direct safety or operational concerns exist.
Safety relief valve setpoints are established based upon:

( 1) Low enough to avoid exceeding overpressure limits (safety concern);
2) High enough above operating pressure to avoid inadvertent valve actuations

and to provide sufficient margin.

t

! Therefore, valve actuation at a pressure that was 4 psi less than the allowable
tolerance is not of concern.

Had an event occurred during normal operation resulting in a severe pressure
transient; e.g., an MSlV closure (Group I Isolation) or load rejection trip without
bypass, the ensuing pressure transient would have caused a reactor scram (at 1045
psig) and actuation of at least one safety relief valve. Note that a reactor scram

signal would most likely have already been generated due to high flux. In this

particular situation, MSRV71H (S/N 385) would have been the first valve actuated at
1075 psig. Upon its actuation, the two Low-Low Set valves (MSRV71D and MSRV71F)
would also have been actuated and pressure reduced to 875 psig before their
reclosure. If neither the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) System or Reactor
Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System were in operation and stabilized, the Low-Low
Set actuation circuitry would have controlled any ensuing pressure transient between
1015 psig, the setpoint for the first valve or 1025 psig, the setpoint for the second
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valve, and the reset value of 875 psig. Assuming operational control of HPCI and
RCIC was, stabilized and maintained during the course of, or shortly following, the
first few blowdowns, the heat removal capacity obtained by operation of HPCI alone
should be sufficient to prevent further safety relief valve cycling.

Corrective action for the safety relief valve setpoint drift discovered during
initial testing included refurbishment and successful completion of certification
testing. With respect to the safety relief valve pilot disc failure and failure to
conduct as-found testing, an in-depth review of the test procedure and shop practice
will be conducted to ensure that future discrepancies of this nature are fully
evaluated.

Similar problems with safety relief valves were experienced in 1985 and were the
subject of LER 85-003, transmitted to the NRC on July 3, 1985 and a follow-up report
submitted on August 19, 1985.
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December 10, 1986

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

Cooper Nuclear Station Licensee Event Report 86-032 is forwarded as an
attachment to this letter.

Sincerely,

7

< c~~- -

G. Horn.

Division Manager of
Nuclear Operations

CRH:.lb
Attach.
cc: R. D. Martin

L. G. Kunci
K. C. Walden
C. M. Kuta
INPO Records Center
ANI Library
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